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Abstract
In this paper we present a decentralized model for scheduling independent tasks
in Federated Grids. This model consists in a set of meta-schedulers on each of the
grid infrastructures of the Federated Grid. Each meta-scheduler has to implement a
mapping strategy in order to improve two of the most common objective functions of
tasks scheduling problems: makespan and resource performance. We consider four
possible algorithms that have to provide a simple, decoupled, and coarse-grained
solution that could be deployed in any Grid. The main axis of the algorithms is
that they consider the performance of the infrastructures forming the Federated
Grid, not only their state.
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Introduction

Recent trends in planning and scheduling research reflect movements from
isolated multi-host scenarios to open large scale infrastructures with several
computational resources. These approaches have brought about a change from
local to global scheduling. Although the scheduling problem has been around
for some time [46], we can only utilize some of the ideas found in the literature. The principle reason why we cannot take advantage of earlier research
is because assumptions underlying centralized systems do not hold in Grid
circumstances and produce poor Grid schedules in practice [3], and this is the
reason why several models have been proposed to meet the requirements of
these new scenarios [12,2].
A system can be considered a Grid only if it coordinates resources that are not
subject to centralized control, by using standard, open, general-purpose protocols and interfaces, and to deliver nontrivial qualities of service [17]. Thus, a
Computational Grid provides a common layer to integrate heterogeneous platforms through the definition of a consistent set of abstraction and interfaces
for access and management of shared resources. This layer is not limited to a
specific administrative domain - it may be possibly distributed across several
domains in all platforms.
The evolution of Grid Computing can be classified in three stages [37]:
p Enterprise Grid : the aggregation of various local grids allows inter-department resource sharing within the same organization. Internal resources
are managed by different local resource management systems that could
be geographically distributed.
p Partner Grid : the collaboration among several organizations, universities,
and research centers whose objective is to provide resource sharing. The
distributed resources belonging to several organizations are managed by
different local resource management systems. EGEE at the European
Union [13], TeraGrid at the United States [45], e-Science at the United
Kingdom [15], DAS-2 at Netherlands [9], D-Grid at Germany [39] and
GridX1 at Canada [1], are some examples of Partner Grids.
p Utility Grid : external service providers allow access to superior computing
performance to satisfy peak or unusual demands.
The Federated Grid represents the next stage in the evolution of Grid Computing. It is characterized by allowing resource sharing among several grid
infrastructures of different types. Thus, a Federated Grid supports the interconnection of Enterprise, Partner and Utility Grids to increase the total number of participating resources. Otherwise, this powerful resource could not be
obtained by the separate grid resources. Finally, the same requirements for
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Grid systems should apply for Federated Grids [17]. Federated Grids are fully
reviewed in Section 2, where we identify and explain all of the elements of a
Federated Grid.
Section 4 investigates the scheduling problem in Federated Grids. We propose
a generic decentralized model that is different than the centralized, applicationcentric and ad-hoc solutions. These earlier solutions are discussed in Section
3. Our approach situates a meta-scheduler on the top level of the system architecture. In contrast to local schedulers and workload managers, which possess
complete knowledge of system state and user requests, our meta-scheduler
will have general information about the entire Federated Grid. This is why
we cannot try to apply fine-grained techniques that are more suitable to local schedulers or workload managers that completely control the resources.
Instead, this obstacle is overcome with light, decoupled, and coarse-grained
techniques. Various algorithms that follow this idea and that could be hosted
in this meta-scheduler are presented in Section 5. The four proposed algorithms
are mainly based on a performance model [35] that allows to parametrize and
compare the different grids forming a Federated Grid. In this way, we characterize the performance of a Federated Grid by means of the r∞ , and r1/2
parameters [24] in order to determine the number of jobs, the objective to
submit to each of the grid infrastructures forming the Federated Grid.
Next, we enumerate the four proposed algorithms. Since these algorithms are
generic, they could be hosted in any meta-scheduler:
p The Static Objective (SO) algorithm works out the objective off-line.
Simulation results showed that this static scheduling policy maximized
the throughput of internal resources, without decreasing the computational time, and provided a fair distribution of the jobs [31], compared
with GridWay’s current scheduling policy.
p The Dynamic Objective (DO) algorithm calculates the objective in
execution time. Thus, as we will see in Section 7, it solves some problems
that were encountered in the static version. Even though it provides a
fair distribution of the jobs that maximized the throughput of internal
resources, it does not reduce the makespan of the applications.
p The Static Objective and Advance Scheduling (SO-AS) algorithm
combines the SO algorithm with an Advance Scheduling (AS) technique
to reduce the makespan achieved in the static version. In this case, the
algorithm does not wait for a free node, instead, it queues jobs in advance
to avoid the latencies that are inherent to Federated Grids. Later on we
will show that this version only reduces the makespan in the case of high
saturation in the external resources.
p The Dynamic Objective and Advance Scheduling (DO-AS) version combines the two mechanisms that have demonstrated to be an enhancement: DO and AS. Thus, DO-AS compared with GridWay’s current
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scheduling policy, clearly satisfies the makespan and performance objectives of the resources [30], which are two of the most common objective
functions of tasks scheduling problems [12].
A full description of these algorithms with detailed explanations are provided
in Section 5. All of the algorithms follow these rules:
p Do not require configuration information: users, nor programmers have
to provide configuration information, for example, the tasks length. The
scheduler does not need node specific information, such as processor
speed.
p Have to be simple: the pseudo code of the algorithms shows simple calculation operations that can be easily implemented in a few code lines.
p Have to adapt to grid resources performance.
In Section 6, we explain how we deployed our decentralized model of metaschedulers that implement the proposed algorithms, to schedule independent
tasks on a simulated Federated Grid by means of the GridSim toolkit [21].
Section 7 provides the simulation results of all the algorithms and determines
the best option. The four algorithms are compared amongst themselves and
with GridWay’s current scheduling policy. However our comparison does not
end with the makespan achieved: we also calculate the objective for each
algorithm and show graphically the difference in their behavior.
Section 8 summarize the benefits of our decentralized model in conjunction
with the best scheduling algorithm. Guidelines for our current research activities are also provided.

2

Federated Grids

In this Section we will identify the different participating elements of a Federated Grid and explain their roles. Figure 1 depicts a standard Federated Grid
consisting of only two Grid infrastructures, which is sufficient for our analysis
of the components of a Federated Grid. Enterprise, Partner or a Utility Grids
can be used as the two Grid infrastructures making up the Federated Grid.
The following acronyms are used in Figure 1 and we now provide their definitions:
p LRMS : Local Resource Management System, scheduler, local scheduler,
local resource manager, local workload manager. These tools are usually cluster managers that were taken from high-performance and distributed computing, and now are generally used in Grid Systems. The
4
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Fig. 1. Example of a Federated Grid.

most widespread include: Sun’s Sun Grid Engine (SGE) [44], Platform’s
Load Sharing Facility (LSF) [34] and Veridian’s Portable Batch System
(PBS) [36].
p meta-scheduler : one or more components of a grid middleware. It can also
be an external tool that uses middleware components or services.
p RMS : Resource Management Service. This is usually a component of
a grid middleware that provides an interface for requesting and using
remote system resources for the execution of jobs. An example is the
Grid Resource Allocation and Management (GRAM) service [41] in the
Globus Toolkit [22].
The meta-scheduler perspective allows two types of resources to be identified
in Figure 1:
p Internal Resources: these are the resources directly accessible by the
meta-scheduler through the corresponding LRMS. That is, the resources owned by the particular research center, laboratory or company.
p External Resources: those resources not directly accessible by the metascheduler. That is, the resources belonging to other organizations, universities or research centers.
The meta-scheduler in Grid 1 sees internal resources as the foundation for
Grid 1. These resources are directly accessible via the corresponding LRMS,
such as SGE or PBS, possibly through a uniform interface. External resources
are all those resources accessible through the RMS specification. In this case,
the meta-scheduler at Grid 1 only perceives one external resource, Grid 2.
5

The users depicted in Figure 1 can be classified as internal, external, and
direct. Differences are found in the way they access resources and their rights
to these resources:
p Internal Users: are those users that submit jobs directly to the metascheduler. The jobs can then be executed in both internal and external
resources.
p External Users: all those users that submit jobs through the RMS interface to external resources. Actually, the meta-scheduler is the one that
decides to submit jobs to external resources: this entire process is completely transparent for internal users. This is how internal users became
external users.
p Direct Users: are all those users that submit jobs directly to the final
resources through the LRMS, bringing about changes in influence in the
load of the resources.

3

Related Work

In this Section we will review centralized, application-centric and some ad-hoc
attempts which function among operational grids. Some approaches to enable
grid interoperability are also introduced.

3.1

Centralized approaches

Centralized approaches are fine-grained solutions more suitable for local schedulers or workload managers than for scheduling in Federated Grids. This is
because they present scalability problems.
One of the factors which determine whether an approach is worth considering
is the time required to evaluate a solution [8,7]. Genetic Algorithm (GA) is
one of the most popular mechanisms used for scheduling independent jobs in
a grid environment because of its simplicity, however its time-consuming iteration should not be ignored. In fact, the Improved Genetic Algorithm (IGA)
was proposed to enhance the search performance of conventional GA [51].
However, an experiment using 8 resources and 60 tasks reveals a worst time
near to 1 second. Other results with additional resources and tasks showed
that more time is required to evaluate a solution. Later sections will show
that the performance of DO-AS is independent of the number of jobs, and
resources: the calculation of a new objective is an extremely light process.
Thus, unlike GA, DO-AS is fast enough to be used in a realistic scheduling
with hundreds of jobs and resources.
6

Since Min-min, and Max-min [19] are static algorithms, the assignment of
tasks is fixed a priori: these algorithms need prediction information on processor speeds and task lengths to compute tasks priorities. However, a cost
estimate based on static information is not adaptive to situations such as one
of the nodes selected to perform a computation fails and becomes isolated from
the system due to network failure, or is so heavily loaded with jobs that its
response time becomes longer than expected. Another approach that does not
require such information was proposed to improve the previous ones, but the
simulation results demonstrated that it was only the second best algorithm
[20]. In contrast, DO-AS is dynamic, does not require information on processor speeds and task lengths, and the results we show have been obtained from
a simulated Federated Grid based on a real testbed.
Several models have also been proposed to meet the requirements of the new
Grid scenarios, as mentioned in [23]. Some of the most frequently cited models
include:
p Global backfilling: as depicted in Figure 2(a), users submit jobs to a specific host with a given policy. A controller may also be backfilling jobs
among the different resources [52]. Backfilling strategies typically require
a job runtime estimation which is provided by the user. In contrast, our
approach does not require any estimation information: it is completely
transparent for users, and applications.
p Global scheduler : as seen in Figure 2(b) this is the classical brokering
approach in which users submit jobs to a global scheduler that will later
submit the job to the corresponding local resource. Thus, jobs are queued
at two different levels: first at the global scheduler, and then at the local
scheduler queue. Two different resource selection algorithms are proposed
[42]: first jobs are processed in order of arrival to the meta-scheduler, then
when a job arrives at the second level, it is submitted to N different sites.
The start of the job in one site results in the cancellation of the remaining
submissions. This implies lot of communications per job submitted to
the second level. We propose a decoupled solution on which schedulers
at different levels are independent: local schedulers, as well as workload
managers do not need to modify their policies. Thus, we can deploy our
approach in any Grid.
p Global dispatcher : in this schema all jobs are submitted to a centralized
dispatcher, and no local schedulers are instantiated, as depicted in Figure 3(c). The goal of the global dispatcher is to find the allocation that
minimizes the job start time, but using a unique centralized reservation
table: local centers queues are of size zero [14]. Other approaches [43] use
a central dispatcher to analyze different tasks mapping policies.
p Global queue + pull mechanism: as seen in Figure 3(d), this scenario also
reveals only a unique global queue, but in this case local computational
schedulers pull jobs from it when there are enough available resources to
7

run the jobs. Users can submit jobs to a global queue from which local
schedulers dynamically pull jobs on demand [38]. This schema imposes
the use of a particular policy at the local scheduler level, thus it is not
compatible with other legacy local schedulers.
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Fig. 2. (a) Global Backfilling, (b) Global Scheduler.
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These four approaches typically impose a particular configuration at the local level, while our solution is compatible with legacy local schedulers and
workload managers.

3.2

Application-centric approaches

Scheduling strategies are not limited to centralized solutions. Other models propose application-centric [4], or job-guided strategies [23]. The goal of
application-centric solutions is to promote the performance of an individual
application rather than to optimize the use of system resources or to enhance
the performance of a stream of jobs. Instead of using a standard framework,
such as the Distributed Resource Management Application API (DRMAA)
[40], these applications have to be developed by using a particular framework.
In the job-guided approach each job has its own dispatcher that is aware of the
8

states of the different resources, but is unaware of any other jobs that have
been submitted. On the other hand, the accuracy of our approach depends
on the information provided by already finished jobs and those that have
to be scheduled. The job-guided approach also requires interaction between
the job dispatcher and the local managers, imposing the implementation of
a particular strategy at the local level to obtain better results. We do not
impose a two level scheduling model since several Grid infrastructures forming
the Federated Grid can use their own legacy local or meta-scheduler policies
at the different layers.

3.3

Grid Interoperability solutions

Earlier successful efforts at exploiting federated grids have been documented
in the literature [6,5,18]. However, the ability to federate in these cases is the
result of an effort focused on adapting applications to the distinct individual
grids at the user and middleware level. As a consequence, all these ad-hoc
approaches to interoperate are not scalable: the probability of success is likely
to decrease with every additional independent grid. The scheduling strategies
are also not clear, since applications were modified to utilize a specific grid
configuration. In fact, an argument could be made that it is not even a Federated Grid since the interoperability is not scalable, but requires manual
effort. In contrast, we propose a scheduling approach that enables Federated
Grids without changing the programming model nor the application code.
InterGrid [10] promotes interlinking of Grid systems through InterGrid Gateways that mediate resource access based on peering arrangements between
different Grids. InterGrid philosophy advocates a decentralized resource management: a Grid requires a means to specify its policies, defining which resources are available to other Grids under which circumstances, and to make them
available to other Grids, but retaining ultimate control over its resources and
to whom it wants to provide access. However, this approach reflects a more
economical view, where business application support is a primary goal. In contrast, with our policies we want to improve the makespan of the applications
and the performance of the resources.
The Meta-Brokering approach [28] supports grid interoperability by means
of a higher level brokering service, the Meta-Broker. The Meta-Broker, intergrid broker or inter-grid gateway, sits on top of the resource brokers and uses
meta-data from them to decide where to send a user job. Its scheduling philosophy is called meta-brokering, and creates a meta-level above current resource
management solutions by using technologies from the area of the semantic
web. This approach provides data about resource managers in the form of
meta-data. This is a centralized solution that does not stand Grid systems
9

requirements.

4

Decentralized Model

The previously reviewed approaches do not present suitable architecture for
scheduling in Federated Grids. We propose the decentralized model depicted
in Figure 4 as an alternative to centralized, application-centric or ad-hoc solutions to this problem. The model puts a meta-scheduler at the top level of
each grid infrastructure, over the workload managers. This new layer presents
a queue on which jobs have to wait to be scheduled. However, the experimental
results will demonstrate that, even with the delays introduced by the different
queues jobs have to pass through, this model is still very efficient. Instead of
having a unique centralized global scheduler to map the jobs of the distinct
Grids, each one has its own meta-sceduler. The aim of the mapping strategy
implemented on the meta-scheduler at each Grid infrastructure of the Federated Grid is to reduce the makespan of its applications and to increase the
performance of its own Grid infrastructure.
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Fig. 4. Decentralized model.

To summarize, we proposed a decentralized approach like the one depicted in
Figure 4 on which:
Ê A meta-scheduler on each grid infrastructure of the Federated Grid implements the appropriate scheduling algorithm, as mentioned before.
Ë For users and applications the mechanism for mapping jobs on the Federated Grid is completely transparent.
Ì Each algorithm implemented on the meta-scheduler at each Grid infrastructure of the Federated Grid is aware of reducing the makespan of its
own applications, and of increasing the performance of its own Grid infrastructure.
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Í The mapping strategy has to be simple, has to adapt to grid resources
performance, and does not require configuration information.
Even though we offer results based on a simulated testbed, the key contribution is to implement our mapping strategies in a real meta-scheduler. Thus,
from the very beginning we decided to use GridWay [25] as the meta-scheduler
of our decentralized model. Among other possible meta-schedulers, we chose
GridWay because it presents an independent scheduling module that facilitates the implementation and incorporation of new scheduling policies. GridWay also performs job execution management and resource brokering on a grid
consisting of distinct computing platforms managed by Globus [22] services.
GridWay allows unattended execution of single, array, or complex jobs on heterogeneous and dynamic grids. A Web Service - Grid Resource Allocation and
Management (WS-GRAM) Globus Toolkit service hosting a GridWay metascheduler acts as a grid gateway between two grid infrastructures [33,26]. We
call this entity the GridGateWay. GridGateWay acts as a gateway between
the different grid infrastructures forming the Federated Grid, enabling submission, monitoring and control of jobs across the grids that make up the
Federated Grid. GridGateWay will be managed as a common resource in the
first grid infrastructure, and will act as a proxy of its users in the second
grid. The second grid infrastructure will appear in the information system of
the first as a normal WS-GRAM publishing an aggregation of grid resources.
Thus, we can implement the Federated Grid depicted in Figure 4 by using
GridWay as the meta-scheduler, and the WS-GRAM as the RMS interface.
Other meta-schedulers [2,27] could be used in place of GridWay. Other remote
submission interfaces, such as OGF Basic Execution Service (BES) [16], could
be used instead of GRAM.

5

Algorithms for scheduling on Federated Grids

We have applied a performance model [35] to GridWay’s current scheduling
policy to obtain four different algorithms. The performance model allows to
parametrize and compare the different Grids forming a Federated Grid. One
of the resultant algorithms satisfactorily achieves two of the most common objective functions of tasks scheduling problems [12]: makespan and performance
of the resources.

5.1

GridWay’s current scheduling policy

Normal is the algorithm that implements GridWay’s current mapping strategy. This algorithm maps no more than DISPATCH CHUNK jobs to resources
11

every SCHEDULING INTERVAL seconds, if there are unscheduled jobs. The algorithm maps the next job first to internal resources. Thus, if there are available
free nodes in internal resources, the job is mapped to one of them. Otherwise,
maps the job to the next free external resource. Consequently, this algorithm
does not take into account the past performance of the different participating
infrastructures, instead it only determines if there are free nodes or not. Once
the job has been submitted to the corresponding free node of an internal or
external resource, a mechanism of migration controls that the job starts its
execution before the elapse of SUSPENSION TIMEOUT seconds. If this time is
exceeded, the job is cancelled and moved to the unscheduled jobs list to be
scheduled again.
This algorithm was not designed for scheduling in Federated Grids, and does
not provide good results under this scenario. However, it can work well in a
Grid if it has direct access to resources, and these can be used in an opportunistic manner.

5.2

Static Objective: SO

Objective is a variable that determines the number of jobs that should be
submitted to each of the grid infrastructures forming the Federated Grid. Objective maximizes the throughput of the internal resources without increasing
the makespan. We used the equation that represents the best characterization
of the Federated Grid to obtain these numbers. The characterization can be
obtained if we take the line that represents the average behavior of the system,
as proposed by Hockney, and Jesshope [24]:
n(t) = r∞ t − n1/2

(1)

In Equation 1 n represents the number of completed tasks as a function of
time t. The other parameters are:
p Asymptotic performance r∞ : is the maximum rate of performance
in tasks executed per second. In the case of an homogeneous array of N
processors with an execution time per task T, we have r∞ = N/T.
p Half-performance length n1/2 : is the number of tasks required to obtain the one-half of the asymptotic performance. This parameter is also
a measure of the amount of parallelism in the system as seen by the
application.
The linear relation represented by Equation 1 can be used to define the performance of each grid infrastructure forming the Federated Grid (tasks completed
per second), the aggregation or federation model [48] is then used to determine
12

the Objective even in case of having more than two participants.
Since this algorithm is static, we need to train the testbed in order to obtain
the performance of the different infrastructures forming the Federated Grid.
We first run the Normal algorithm to obtain the linear equations of each
participant of the Federated Grid. Then, by means of the aggregation model
we work out off-line the objective for the proposed application. That is, we
determine the number of jobs of that application that should be submitted to
each participant of the Federated Grid, in order to increase the throughput of
internal resources without increasing the makespan.
Once we have calculated off-line the objective, we update the SO algorithm
with this information and execute it. At runtime, SO maps no more than
DISPATCH CHUNK jobs to resources every SCHEDULING INTERVAL seconds if
there are still unscheduled jobs. In a Federated Grid, GridWay can receive
jobs from internal and external users. If the job to schedule is internal, there
are available internal resources, and it have not been met the internal objective, then job is scheduled to an internal resource. Otherwise, if there are no
available internal resources or the internal schedule objective has been met, SO
checks the possibility of submitting the job to an external resource. Thus, if
there are available external resources, and the external objective has not been
met, the job is scheduled to an external resource. Otherwise, if initially the job
was not internal, and in order to avoid the situations on which a participant of
the Federated Grid can receive from another one a job previously submitted,
GridWay only schedules external jobs to internal resources. Finally, all the
jobs that are being scheduled are dispatched, and SO programs a new event
for the next schedule.

5.3

Dynamic Objective: DO

DO calculates the objective dynamically at execution time, instead of off-line
as is the case with the SO algorithm.
Pseudo code for the DO algorithm is given in Algorithm 1, which shows how to
calculate a new objective every OBJECTIVE INTERVAL seconds if there are jobs
to schedule (line 1), and if there are enough samples from jobs already finished
(line 3) in each grid infrastructure to properly characterize the corresponding
grid. The algorithm first calculates the linear relation of Equation 1 for internal resources to define its performance (line 4-7). Lines 8 to 11 do the same
for the external resources. Then, in lines 12 to 13 the algorithm calculates the
linear equation of the whole Federated Grid as an aggregation from the linear relations of each infrastructure forming the Federated Grid. Any problem
calculating the linear relations results in using a default objective. Once the
13

Algorithm 1: UpdateObjective()
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

if (unscheduledJobs.size() < 1) the n
sendInternalEvent(OBJECTIVE_INTERVAL, UPDATE_OBJECTIVE ) ;
if ((internalX.size() >= MIN_IN_SAMPLES) && (externalX.size() >= MIN_EX_SAMPLES)) then
internalRegression = linearEquation(internalX, internalY ) ;
if (internalRegression.getR_Inf() < 0 || internalRegression.getN_1_2() > 0) the n
defaultPrediction();
sendInternalEvent(OBJECTIVE_INTERVAL, UPDATE _OBJECTIVE ) ;
externalRegression = linearEquation(externalX, externalY);
if (externalRegression.getR_Inf() < 0 || externalRegression.getN_1_2() > 0) the n
defaultPrediction();
sendInternalEvent(OBJECTIVE_INTERVAL, UPDATE _OBJECTIVE ) ;
r_inf_FG = internalRegression.getR_Inf() + externalRegression.getR_Inf ( ) ;
n_1_2_FG = internalRegression.absN_1_2() + externalRegression.absN_1_2();
X = (unscheduledJobs.size() + n_1_2_FG) / r_inf_FG;
newInternalObjective = (internalRegression.getR_Inf() * X) + internalRegression.getN_1_2();
if (newInternalObjective > unscheduledJobs.size()) then
newInternalObjective = unscheduledJobs.size();
newExternalObjective = unscheduledJobs.size() - newInternalObjective ;
if (newExternalObjective < 0) t h e n
newExternalObjective = 0;
internalObjective = newInternalObjective ;
externalObjective = newExternalObjectiv e ;
sendInternalEvent(OBJECTIVE_INTERVAL, UPDATE _OBJECTIVE);

performance of the Federated Grid has been defined, the algorithm can determine the time for the Federated Grid to complete unscheduledJobs.size()
jobs (line 14). In lines 15 to 17 the algorithm determines the jobs that internal
resources could execute in time X. In order to increase the throughput of internal resources, the algorithm calculates the jobs that will be sent to external
resources as a function of the jobs that will be submitted to internal resources
(lines 28-20). Finally, the algorithm sets the new objectives (lines 21-22), and
programs a new event for the next objective update (line 23).
Algorithm 1 only considers one internal resource, and one external resource
to calculate the performance of the whole Federated Grid. This algorithm can
be easily adapted to a more complex grid with same scenario and more than
two participants.
The DO algorithm consists in a few code lines that calculates one linear equation per grid resource to determine the performance of the whole Federated
Grid. Thus, it does not need to deploy agents or specialized sensors across the
different infrastructures, which is the case for the Network Weather Service
[49] or the RPS toolkit [11].
When scheduling, DO behaves like the SO version, that is, it maps no more
than DISPATCH CHUNK jobs to resources every SCHEDULING INTERVAL seconds
if still there are unscheduled jobs. But in this case, the schedule has to meet
the dynamic objective previously calculated.
14

5.4

Static Objective and Advance Scheduling: SO-AS

The SO-AS strategy is the combination of the SO algorithm plus the AS
mechanism. The main difference with the previous schedulers is that AS does
not wait for free nodes, instead it queues jobs in advance in the target resources. This is necessary in Federated Grids to avoid latencies and increase
performance.
Algorithm 2: Scheduler()
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

if (unscheduledJobs.size() == 0) then
sendInternalEvent(SCHEDULING_INTERVAL, SCHEDULE_NOW ) ;
internalJobs = numInternalJobs(DISPATCH_CHUNK, unscheduledJobs);
toInternal = (internalJobs*internalObject)/unscheduledJobs.siz e ( ) ;
toExternal = internalJobs - toInter n a l ;
while ((scheduledJobs < DISPATCH_CHUNK) && (availableInternal || availableExternal)) do
j = (Job)it.next();
if (j.isInternalJob()) then
if (availableInternal && (scheduledToInternal < toInternal)) the n
if ((availableInternal = scheduleToInternalResource(j)) == true) the n
scheduledToInternal++;
scheduledJobs++;
remove ( ) ;
continue;
if (availableExternal && (scheduledToExternal < toExternal)) then
if ((availableExternal = scheduleToExternalResource(j)) == true) then
scheduledToExternal++;
scheduledJobs++;
remove ( ) ;
else
scheduleToInternalResource(j);
scheduledJobs++;
remove ( ) ;
dispatch();
sendInternalEvent(SCHEDULING_INTERVAL, SCHEDULE_NOW ) ;

The details of the scheduler are shown in Algorithm 2. In this pseudo code,
the AS algorithm maps no more than DISPATCH CHUNK jobs to resources every
SCHEDULING INTERVAL seconds if there are unscheduled jobs (line 1). First,
the algorithm determines how many of the DISPATCH CHUNK jobs to schedule
are internal jobs (line 3). As we said before, in a Federated Grid, GridWay
can receive jobs from internal and external users. Since AS has a defined objective, it has to determine how many of the internalJobs jobs to schedule
should be submitted to internal resources and how many to external ones.
Line 4, toInternal shows that it is proportional to number of jobs that the
SO algorithm determines that has to be submitted to internal resources. For
example, if the static prediction says that 120 of 300 unscheduled jobs should
be submitted to internal resources, only 40% of the internalJobs jobs can be
scheduled to internal resources. The rest of the internalJobs jobs are going
to be scheduled to external resources (line 5). Then, while scheduledJobs jobs
keep less than DISPATCH CHUNK, and there are available internal and external
resources (line 6), AS maps the next job (line 7). If the job to schedule is in15

ternal (line 8), there are available internal resources, and the internal schedule
objective has not been met (line 9), then the job is scheduled to an internal
resource (line 10). Basically, scheduleToInternalResource queues jobs to a
limit of Number of nodes()*MAX RUNNING RESOURCE FACTOR. Otherwise, if
there are no available internal resources or the internal schedule objective has
been met, AS evaluates line 15. Thus, if there are available external resources and external schedule objective has not been met, the job is scheduled
to an external resource. scheduleToExternalResource (line 16) behaves like
scheduleToInternalResource. Otherwise, if the job was not internal (line
20), and in order to avoid the situations on which a participant of the Federated Grid can receive from another one a job previously submitted, GridWay
only schedules external jobs to internal resources (line 21). Finally, all the
jobs that are being scheduled are dispatched (line 24), and AS programs a
new event for the next schedule (line 25).

5.5

Dynamic Objective and Advance Scheduling: DO-AS

The DO-AS strategy incorporates the previously presented DO mechanism to
dynamically calculate a new objective by using the r∞ , and r1/2 parameters,
and the AS algorithm. One again, (see SO-AS case) the main difference with
the previous schedulers is that AS does not wait for a free node, instead it
queues jobs in advance in the target resources.

6

Design and Implementation

A real infrastructure has previously been set up [48,47] and allows resources
from the EGEE infrastructure to be accessed through a GridGateWay. However, the deployment of the proposed algorithms on a real environment will
require involvement of a large number of active users and resources, which is
very hard to coordinate and build, and would prevent repeatability of results.
Simulation appears to be the easiest way to analyze the different proposed
mapping strategies. Based on the simulation results, we can later encourage
or discourage the deployment on a real production environment. Simulation
of a Federated Grid was performed using the GridSim toolkit [21].

6.1

GridWaySim Entities

GridWaySim is the term for our simulation of a Federated Grid. Explanations
for the different participating entities of GridWaySim follow:
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p GridWaySim: this entity represents the complete simulation, and is
responsible for the creation of the main simulated entities: GridWay metaschedulers, Users, Testbeds, and Workloads.
p GridWay: the GridWay entity represents a generic GridWay meta-sche
duler implementing the corresponding algorithm.
p Testbed: a Testbed represents a generic set of grid resources.
p User: the User models a user that submits experiments to a GridWay
meta-scheduler. We use this entity to represent internal as well as external
users. The functionality of each user includes the submission of experiments to the correspondent meta-scheduler, and waiting for it completion.
p Experiment: an Experiment is a collection of jobs. We use this entity to
recover important information about the experiment (such as the start
and end times), and all of its jobs.
p Job: the Job entity represents a generic job submitted to the grid. This
entity provides specific information about each job: start time, end time,
and CPU time among others. We can represent jobs of different computation times, and with different input and output file sizes.
p Workload: the Workload entity submits jobs by reading resource traces
from a file. Thus, our jobs are competing with the jobs submitted by the
Workload entity [32].

7

Experiments & Results

We have implemented five versions of GridWaySim that only differ in the
mapping strategy. These versions are called Normal, SO, DO, SO-AS, and
DO-AS. As a result, we isolate the mapping policy as the only factor that can
cause throughput and makespan variations between these five GridWaySim
versions. In other words, DO-AS as well as all the previous versions rely on
the same configuration, with the same number of users that submit at the
same time the same experiment with the same number of jobs (each with the
same length, and input and output files size) to the same broker. The number
of brokers and resources also remains unchanged.

7.1

Test Scenario

As depicted in Figure 5 we have used the same scenario than in our previous
work [31], [30]. There are two grid resources in this test scenario: the DSA
(Distributed System Architecture) and the LCG (LHC Computing Grid). The
DSA testbed represents the resources of the Distributed System Architecture
research group at the Universidad Complutense de Madrid. In the same way,
the LCG testbed represents the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) Computing
17

Grid. From the point of view of a DSA internal user, the DSA GridWay is
her broker, the DSA resources are internal resources, and the LCG resources
are external resources. In the same way, all the jobs received by the LCG
GridWay through the Globus WS-GRAM interface are from external users.
This scenario represents a common situation on which a small organization
uses the resources of a partner grid infrastructure, but at the same time taking
advantage of its own resources.

GridWaySim

External
Users
WS-GRAM

GridWay
cygnus

GridWay

draco

hydrus

aquila

LCG

DSA Resources
LCG Resources
Internal
Users

Direct
Users

Fig. 5. Test scenario.

Tables 1, and 2 summarize the number of computing elements, aka PEs (Processing Elements), and MIPS (Millions Instructions Per Second) of each machine in the DSA and LCG infrastructures.
Table 1
Characteristics of the machines in the DSA research testbed.
Machine
PEs
MIPS/PE
hydrus

4

9787

aquila

5

9787

orion

1

9787

cygnus

2

6536

draco

1

6536
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Table 2
Characteristics of the machines in the LCG research testbed.
Machine
PEs
MIPS/PE

7.2

machine0

800

9787

machine1

640

6536

machine2

560

4902

Simulation Entities and Parameters

When the simulation starts, GridWaySim creates 3 Users, 2 GridWay metaschedulers, 1 DSATestbed, 1 LCGTestbed, and 1 Workload. Each entity is
an independent thread attending petitions in their body() method. The exact
configuration of the five versions of GridWaySim follows:
p GridWay: since we need to interconnect the DSA and LCG grids to
form a federation, we have to instantiate 2 GridWay meta-schedulers, 1
for each grid infrastructure.
p Testbed: the resources of the DSA research group are represented by the
DSATestbed entity, and the LCG ones by the LCGTestbed entity. Each
follows the configurations depicted in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.
p Experiment: every Experiment is a collection of 550 equal Jobs representing a typical sample of medium-sized grid experiment.
p Job: the main parameters of each Job are the length or size (in Millions
of Instructions, MI) of the Job to be executed, the input files (in bytes),
and the output files (also in bytes) to be submitted to the corresponding
resource. All Jobs have the same values for the three parameters: the size
is 6,000,000 MI, the input file size is 1,000,000 bytes, and the output file
size is 2,000,000 bytes.
p User: when a User is created, we have to indicate a submit time for
her Experiment. Each user only submits one Experiment 48 hours after
the previous one. The first User submits her Experiment at 12:00 of the
second day of the simulation. Thus, each User submits her experiment to
the DSA GridWay at 12:00 of the corresponding day of simulation.
p Workload: the Workload entity submits 188,041 jobs to the LCGTestbed
at the time specified in the trace file. Workload is the reason why the
LCG grid resources might not be available at certain times. The file
follows a standard workload format [50]. As a trace file, we used the LCG
Grid Log that contains 11 days of real activity from multiple nodes that
make up the LCG (Large Hadron Collider Computing Grid [29]). We now
enumerate some details about this testbed:
] Number of jobs submitted: 188,041. The log specifies the submit
time and the run time of each job.
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] Start time: Sun Nov 20 00:00:05 GMT 2005.
] End time: Mon Dec 05 10:30:24 GMT 2005.
] Maximum number of machines: 170.
] Maximum number of computing elements: 24,515.
Although the number of PEs of the real LCG testbed is 24,515, we
decided to reduce the number of PEs in our simulated LCG testbed to
those in Table 2, in order to force saturation of LCG resources.
We now provide detailed information about DO and DO-AS mapping strategies parameters:
p Default Objective: at the start of the simulation there is not enough information of finished jobs for the DO algorithm to calculate a new objective
so we set a default objective as follows. Half of the resources should be
submitted to internal resources, and the other half to external resources.
p OBJECTIVE INTERVAL: the DO algorithm is called every 30 seconds.
p MAX RUNNING RESOURCE FACTOR: the value of this factor is 3, so if a resource has 5 PEs then AS can queue a maximum of 15 jobs in that
resource.
p SCHEDULING INTERVAL: the AS algorithm is called every 30 seconds.
p DISPATCH CHUNK: the AS algorithm schedules 15 jobs each time.

7.3

Results

Tables 3 and 4 summarize the results of the five GridWaySim versions when
mapping 550 jobs. We can explain these results based on the level of saturation
of the LCG resource, or what is the same, knowing the number of available
free PEs. Thus, each User submits her Experiment in a specific instant of the
simulation that corresponds with a different LCG saturation level. So, when
User-0 submits her Experiment, there is an ideal scenario on which the LCG
infrastructure always has free PEs: the low saturation scenario. The medium
saturation scenario is the one suffered by User-1, in this case the LCG resource
has fewer free PEs. Finally, User-2 coexists within a high saturation scenario
of LCG in which there are limited PEs.
In Table 3 we can see the number of jobs that each GridWaySim version
executes on both grid infrastructures forming the Federated Grid. In fact,
this table shows the objective calculated by SO, DO, SO-AS, and DO-AS.
The objectives calculated by the four versions clearly are not very similar to
one another. This occurs because the SO and SO-AS versions calculate the
objective off-line, all jobs have been finished, thus it has a whole view of the
performance of the resources. However, DO, as well as DO-AS calculate a new
objective every OBJECTIVE INTERVAL seconds, thus they only have a partial
20

view of the same performance. Finally, DO differs from DO-AS because of the
influence of AS: while AS submits in advance as much jobs as possible at every
SCHEDULING INTERVAL seconds, DO only schedules if there are free PEs.
The Normal and DO algorithms behave as expected: as the saturation of
LCG increases, more jobs are executed in DSA. SO and SO-AS do not follow
this behavior, since as we mentioned before, SO and SO-AS produce poor
objectives in high saturation situations because of the long periods on which
we cannot execute a single job in LCG. Again, DO-AS behaves in a different
way, and calculates very similar objectives for the three levels of saturation.
It can be appreciated that only a few more jobs are executed on internal
resources for middle, and high saturation situations.
If we combine the results of Table 3 with the completion time achieved by
the different GridWaySim versions of Table 4 we obtain a global view of the
five algorithms. Since the Normal, SO, and DO algorithms only submit jobs
when the resources have free PEs, clearly the results correspond with the
different saturation scenarios: as the saturation of LCG increases, more jobs
are executed on internal resources, and more time is needed for the Experiment
completion. In contrast, since the DO-AS algorithm queues jobs in advance
instead of waiting for PEs availability, its performance is more uniform: the
number of jobs submitted to each infrastructure and the makespan are almost
the same for the three Users. In general, User-0 compared with Users 1 and
2 obtains the best results, but this is obvious since the waiting time on LCG
queues is practically null. In addition, for all the Users the DO-AS algorithm
Table 3
Number of jobs executed in each infrastructure for the different GridWaySim versions.
Normal
SO/SO-AS
DO
DO-AS
DSA

LCG

DSA

LCG

DSA

LCG

DSA

LCG

User-0

26

524

102

448

31

519

67

483

User-1

113

437

145

405

124

426

70

480

User-2

427

123

124

426

416

134

70

480

Table 4
Completion time achieved for the different GridWaySim versions.
Normal

SO

DO

SO-AS

DO-AS

User-0

1:37:36

1:35:39

1:36:31

1:47:27

1:30:21

User-1

2:06:40

2:19:31

2:05:23

2:18:03

1:37:55

User-2

6:18:41

13:27:13

6:12:49

2:05:41

1:38:41
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Fig. 6. Jobs state over time by using the Normal algorithm on DSA, LCG, and
Federated Grid infrastructures for User-2 (LCG highest saturation situation).
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Fig. 7. Jobs state over time by using the SO algorithm on DSA, LCG, and Federated
Grid infrastructures for User-2 (LCG highest saturation situation).

always reduces the makespan obtained by the previous algorithms. The most
remarkable reduction obtained by DO-AS is for User-2. This reduction is due
to the queuing of jobs on resources, instead of waiting for free PEs as the rest
of the algorithms do.
Finally, the successive versions, except SO, and SO-AS for high saturation situations, improve the results obtained by the previous ones in terms of through22
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Fig. 8. Jobs state over time by using the DO algorithm on DSA, LCG, and Federated
Grid infrastructures for User-2 (LCG highest saturation situation).

put, and completion time. Thus, the combination of the performance model
with the scheduling in advance has reveal as the best approach for mapping
jobs in Federated Grids.
In Figures 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 we can graphically see, through the state of the
jobs over the time, the difference in the behavior between the five algorithms
for User-2, which represents LCG highest saturation situation. We can divide
the graphics in two groups. In one group we place the graphics of the Normal,
SO, and DO algorithms that present a similar behavior, mostly in the queue
regions that are very small.
In the second group we include the SO-AS and DO-AS strategies since their
queued regions are similar. A closer analysis demonstrates that with the SOAS strategy jobs are pending during more time, and more jobs are queued in
internal resources while with the DO-AS algorithm more jobs are queued in
external resources, and jobs remain in a pending state for less time.

7.4

Comparison

Summing up, SO compared with the Normal version increases the throughput of internal resources, except for User-2: SO increases the number of jobs
executed per time unit. However, SO does not reduce the makespan achieved
by the Normal version. We have observed that the performance model does
not fit well in saturation situations. In these cases, there are long periods on
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Fig. 9. Jobs state over time by using the SO-AS algorithm on DSA, LCG, and
Federated Grid infrastructures for User-2 (LCG highest saturation situation).
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Fig. 10. Jobs state over time by using the DO-AS algorithm on DSA, LCG, and
Federated Grid infrastructures for User-2 (LCG highest saturation situation).

which there are no available nodes for the execution of jobs. A linear equation cannot properly adapt to the graphics produced by this type of behavior.
As a consequence, the calculated objective is not correct, and produces poor
results.
When DO is compared with the Normal version, an increase in the throughput
of internal resources occurs, and spends less time to complete all the jobs.
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Compared with the SO version, DO completes all jobs in less time, and solves
the problem detected in saturation situations. The overall reduction in the
makespan is not really significant.
SO-AS, compared with the static and dynamic versions only reduces the
makespan in the case of high saturation in the external resources.
Finally, DO-AS, compared with all the previous versions, reduces the makespan
in all cases: while DO-AS schedules based on the performance of the different
infrastructures forming the Federated Grid, the previous algorithms schedule
only considering the states of the resources. Thus, the combination of the calculation of a dynamic objective plus the advance scheduling provides the best
results for all algorithms.

8

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have presented a decentralized model to solve the problem
of scheduling in Federated Grids. Our approach provides an alternative to
centralized, application-centric or ad-hoc solutions. We have proposed the deployment of GridWay as the meta-scheduler on each grid infrastructure of the
Federated Grid. Four possible algorithms have also been presented that could
be executed in the GridWay meta-scheduler. Experimental results and graphics are provided to compare the behavior of the different policies. Our analysis
reveals that DO-AS is the best strategy. The DO-AS mechanism for mapping
jobs on the Federated Grid is completely transparent for users and applications. Each DO-AS at each Grid infrastructure of the Federated Grid is aware
of reduction of the makespan of its own applications and increasing the performance of its own Grid infrastructure. DO-AS does not require information
on processor speeds nor task lengths. The algorithm only needs information
about the past performance of the resources to predict a new objective. Also,
DO-AS does not need to deploy agents or specialized sensors across the different infrastructures, which is the case for the Network Weather Service or the
RPS toolkit. In addition, the calculation of a new objective is an extremely
light process. Thus, DO-AS is fast enough to be used in realistic scheduling
scenarios. Finally, DO-AS is a decoupled solution on which schedulers at different levels are independent: local schedulers, as well as workload managers
do not need to modify their policies. This additional flexibility allows us to
deploy our algorithm in any Grid.
We are currently testing our algorithms in a simulated testbed formed by
several grid infrastructures. Improvements in the algorithms are also under
study, specifically by adapting the values of important parameters, such as
the suspension time out, at runtime. This parameter determines the maxi25

mum suspension time (in seconds) in the local job management system. When
this value is exceeded the job is migrated to another host. The value of this
parameter depends on the applications length and resource saturation. In addition, we want to investigate the effects of sharing policies in the proposed
mapping policies. Finally, we will implement the best algorithm in GridWay
for its deployment in a real infrastructure.
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